Full Circle

The Spirit of God says: “Russia, that’s right Russia, I will use Russia, the United States of America and her allies, to take on the 4th Reich called ISIS. For it has come full circle again, that’s right again. The New World Order is trying to rise and take its’ place, just like they did in WWII, using the Nazi’s. They will try again using ISIS. For this plague is spreading but not for long, for they will be wiped out for their wrongs. For just as in WWII, America and her allies came in from the west and Russia from the east, so shall it be again to slay this so called beast, and it will be brought down to the least. Some will say,” why would I use Russia? Am I not the God of the cosmos? I will use anyone and any nation I choose, whether some like it or not! I will not be put in a box!”

The Spirit of God says: “The ties that were severed between America and Russia, will begin to mend and they will take on this so called Goliath and with one stone shall slay it and all those that are behind it. For it is not just ISIS they will fight, but the Elite, the Globalists, and the Illuminati who will be exposed by my light. For they are an enemy to the world and my agenda. They shall fall with a mighty blow, so that my gospel will begin to flow. For they wear their flag as if it were a prayer shawl, so they will be taken down with my Shock and Awe! For freedom and liberty will begin to ring, and the people will begin to sing, as healing and light come from my wings. My people rejoice and shout, for my gospel is coming and will go through all the earth, and all the nations will know this is why My America was birthed!”